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Abstract. Hybridisation is a systematic process along which the cha-
racteristic features of hybrid logic, both at the syntactic and the semantic
levels, are developed on top of an arbitrary logic framed as an institu-
tion. It also captures the construction of first-order encodings of such
hybridised institutions into theories in first-order logic. The method was
originally developed to build suitable logics for the specification of recon-
figurable software systems on top of whatever logic is used to describe
local requirements of each system’s configuration.
Hybridisation has, however, a broader scope, providing a fresh exam-
ple of yet another development in combining and reusing logics driven
by a problem from Computer Science. This paper offers an overview of
this method, proposes some new extensions, namely the introduction
of full quantification leading to the specification of dynamic modalities,
and exemplifies its potential through a didactical application. It is dis-
cussed how hybridisation can be successfully used in a formal specifica-
tion course in which students progress from equational to hybrid speci-
fications in a uniform setting, integrating paradigms, combining data
and behaviour, and dealing appropriately with systems evolution and
reconfiguration.
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1 Introduction
Hybrid logic [Ind07,Bla00,Bra10,AtC07] adds to a modal language the ability to
name, or to explicitly refer to, specific states of the underlying Kripke structure.
This is done through the introduction of propositional symbols of a new sort,
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called nominals, each of which is true at exactly one possible state. Sentences are
then enriched in two directions. On the one hand, nominals are used as simple
sentences, each of them holding exclusively in the state it names. On the other
hand, explicit reference to states is provided by sentences such as @i ρ, stating
the validity of ρ at the state named i.
Hybrid logic was originally introduced by A. Prior in his book [Pri67], and
later revisited, in the school of Sofia, by S. Passy and T. Tinchev [PT91], awa-
kening a broad interest within the modal logic community along the 90’s. Our
own interest in this generalisation of modal logic was triggered by a concrete
problem in (rigorous) software engineering — the specification of reconfigurable
software systems. The qualifier reconfigurable is used for systems whose execu-
tion modes, and not only the values stored in their internal memory, may change
in response to the continuous interaction with the environment. Such systems be-
have differently in different modes of operation, or configurations, and commute
between them along their lifetime.
At present such is more the norm than the exception. A typical, everyday
example is offered by cloud based applications that elastically react to client
demands. Another example is a modern car in which hundreds of electronic con-
trol units must operate in different modes depending on the current situation
– such as driving on a highway or finding a parking spot. Switching between
these modes is an intuitive example of a dynamic reconfiguration. As a mat-
ter of fact, reconfigurability, together with related issues like self-adaptation or
context-awarness, became a main research topic [RS11], in the triple perspective
of foundations, methods and technologies.
Clearly, the dynamics of reconfiguration of a software system can be des-
cribed by some sort of transition system, whose states represent configurations
and transitions are triggered by whatever conditions enforce a switch of configu-
rations. However, one needs also to capture the specific, local requirements which
characterise each configuration and distinguish one from the others. Formally,
such different behaviours can be modelled by imposing additional structure upon
the states of the transition system which expresses the overall dynamics.
This path has been explored in our previous work [MFMB11] on a specifi-
cation methodology for reconfigurable systems. The basic insight is that, star-
ting from a classical state-machine specification, each state, regarded as a pos-
sible system’s configuration, is equipped with a rich mathematical structure to
describe its functionality. Technically, specifications become structured state-
machines whose states denote algebras or first order structures, rather than sets.
Such a specification should be able to make assertions both about the transition
dynamics and, locally, about each particular configuration. This explains why
hybrid logic was chosen as the lingua franca for the envisaged methodology. One
may therefore specify (local) properties of specific configurations in the system or
even assert the equality between two particular configurations, something that is
beyond what can be said in a modal language. Modalities, however, capture state
transitions, providing a way to specify the global dynamics of reconfigurability.
For the working software architect, the relevant question goes a step forward:
the envisaged methodology should be independent of whatever logic is found ap-
propriate to express local requirements for each configuration. Actually, specific
problems do require specific logics to describe their configurations (e.g. , equa-
tional, first-order, fuzzy, etc.). Therefore, instead of choosing a particular version
of hybrid logic, the method proposed in [MFMB11] starts by choosing a specific
logic to express requirements at the configuration level. This is later taken as
the base logic on top of which the characteristic features of hybrid logic are
developed.
Such a process along which the characteristic features of hybrid logic, both
syntactical and semantical, are developed on top of a given logic, in a parametric
way, is called hybridisation, and was proposed in A. Madeira PhD thesis [Mad13],
whose core results were published in references [MMDB11,DM15,Dia15]. Going
generic entailed the need for a proper abstract foundation. Therefore, the whole
approach is framed in the context of the theory of institutions of Goguen and
Burstall [GB92,Dia08], each logic (base and hybridised) being treated abstractly
as an institution.
As discussed in the sequel, hybridisation techniques not only offer a main
conceptual tool for dealing with reconfigurable systems, but are also valuable in
designing innovative teaching approaches in Software Engineering.
Aims. In such a context, this paper has a triple objective. First of all, it offers
an overview of this method, emphasising conceptual exposition, rather than the
purely technical style the interested reader may find in the references above.
Secondly it exemplifies its potential through a didactical application, as a follow
up to the original workshop paper [MMBN14]. The focus is on how the method
can provide ways of reusing and integrating different specification logics in an
undergraduate course on formal software specification. This leads to the design
of a new course along which students progress from equational to hybrid spec-
ifications in a uniform setting, integrating paradigms, combining data and be-
haviour, and dealing appropriately with systems evolution and reconfiguration.
Finally, it extends the method in two directions: i) computational support for the
translation of system’s requirements in the format of boilerplates to HCASL;
ii) introduction of full quantification in the method providing a way to spec-
ify dynamic modalities and, in general, the change ’on-the-fly’ of the transition
relation.
Paper structure. The hybridisation method is described and illustrated in the
next section. Section 3 discusses the integration of the method in the Hets plat-
form, therefore providing effective tool support to (some families of) hybridised
specifications. Its didactical use in an introductory course to formal software
specification is the subject of sections 4 and 5. Section 6 extends the method
to deal with full quantification, which forms the main, original contribution of
the paper. Finally, section 7 reviews related work in the area of combination of
logics and concludes pointing out current research directions.
2 The hybridisation method
2.1 Institutions
An institution is an abstract formalisation of a logical system, encompassing
syntax, semantics and satisfaction. The concept was put forward by Goguen and
Burstall, in the end of the seventies, in order to “formalise the formal notion
of logical systems”, in response to the “population explosion among the logical
systems used in Computing Science” [GB92].
The universal character of institutions proved effective and resilient as wit-
nessed by the wide number of logics it was able to formalise. Examples range from
the usual logics in classical mathematical logic (propositional, equational, first
order, etc.), to the ones underlying specification and programming languages
or used for describing particular systems from different domains. Well-known
examples include probabilistic logics [BKI05], quantum logics [CMSS06], hidden
and observational logics [BD94,BH06], coalgebraic logics [C0ˆ6], as well as lo-
gics for reasoning about process algebras [MR06], functional [ST12,SM09] and
imperative programing languages [ST12].
The theory of institutions (see [Dia08] for an extensive account) was mo-
tivated by the need to abstract from the particular details of each individual
logic and to characterise fundamental concepts, such as satisfaction and combi-
nation of logics, in very general terms. This lead to the development of a solid
institution-independent specification theory, on which, structuring and parame-
terisation mechanisms, required to scale up software specification methods, are
defined ‘once and for all’, irrespective of the concrete logic used in each applica-
tion domain.
Formally, an institution
I =
(
SignI ,SenI ,ModI , (|=IΣ)Σ∈|SignI |
)
consists of a category SignI of signatures and signature morphisms; a functor
SenI , SenI : SignI → Set, giving for each signature a set of sentences over
that signature; another functor ModI : (SignI)op → CAT , providing for each
signature Σ a category of Σ-models and Σ-(model) homomorphisms, and, finally,
a satisfaction relation.
Note that each morphism of signatures ϕ : Σ → Σ′ ∈ SignI induces a
semantic map, i.e., a functor ModI(ϕ) : ModI(Σ′)→ ModI(Σ) called the reduct
functor, whose effect is to cast a model ofΣ′ as a model ofΣ. Therefore, the satis-
faction relation |=IΣ⊆ |ModI(Σ)| × SenI(Σ), for each Σ ∈ |SignI |, verifies the
following condition, which, for each signature morphism ϕ, entailing a syntactic
transformation, captures the basic principle of truth invariance under change of
notation [GB92]:
M ′ |=IΣ′ SenI(ϕ)(ρ) iff ModI(ϕ)(M ′) |=IΣ ρ
2.2 The method
This section reviews the hybridisation method proposed in [MMDB11,DM15].
The method enriches a base (arbitrary) institution I with hybrid logic features
and the corresponding Kripke semantics. The result is still an institution, HI,
called the hybridisation of I. In the sequel we concentrate in a simplified version,
i.e., quantifier-free and non-constrained, of the general method, to convey the
basic intuitions.
At the syntactic level the base signatures are enriched with nominals and
polyadic modalities. Therefore, the category of I-hybrid signatures, denoted by
SignHI , is defined as the direct (cartesian) product of categories of the original
category of signatures SignI and that of signatures of REL, the sub-institution
of (the institution of) first order logic, without non-constant operation symbols,
SignREL. Signatures of the hybridised institution combine those of I with a set of
constants Nom for nominals and a set of relational symbols Λ to represent moda-
lities. HI signatures are, thus, triples (Σ,Nom, Λ), with signature morphisms
ϕ = (ϕSig, ϕNom, ϕMS) : (Σ,Nom, Λ) → (Σ′,Nom′, Λ′), defined component-
wise: the first component is inherited from I and the others simply map nominals
and modalities while preserving the arities of the latter.
The second step in the method is to enrich the base sentences accordingly.
The sentences of the base institution I and the nominals in Nom are taken as
atoms and composed with the Boolean connectives, the modalities in Λ, and
satisfaction operators indexed by nominals. For example, for a n-ary modality
λ, a nominal i and HI-sentences ρ, ρ1, ρ2 . . . , ρn, the following are also sentences
in HI: [λ](ρ1, . . . , ρn), 〈λ〉(ρ1, . . . , ρn) and @iρ.
Given a HI-signature morphism ϕ, the translation of sentences SenHI(ϕ) is
defined structurally: e.g.,
SenHI(ϕ)(i) = ϕNom(i)
SenHI(ϕ)(@iρ) = @ϕNom(i)Sen
HI(ρ) and
SenHI(ϕ)([λ](ρ1, . . . , ρn)) = [ϕMS(λ)](SenHI(ρ1), . . . ,SenHI(ρn))
Models of HI can be regarded as (Λ-)Kripke structures whose worlds are
I-models. Formally, they are pairs (M,W ) where W is a (Nom, Λ)-model in
REL and M is a function which assigns to each state w ∈ W a model M(w) ∈
|ModI(Σ)|. We denote M(w) simply by Mw.
In each world (M,W ), Wn provides an interpretation for nominal n, whereas
relation Wλ interpretes modality λ. The reduct definition is lifted from the base
institution: the reduct of a ∆′-model (M ′,W ′) along a signature morphism ϕ :
∆ → ∆′ is the ∆-model (M,W ) such that W is the (ϕNom, ϕMS)-reduct of W ′
(i.e, |W | = |W ′|, Wn = W ′ϕNom(n), for each nominal n, and Wλ = W ′ϕMS(λ) for
each modality in Λ).
Finally, the satisfaction relation for the hybridised institution resorts to the
one in the base institution for sentences in I, i.e.,
– (M,W ) |=w ρ iff Mw |=I ρ when ρ ∈ SenI(Σ),
captures the semantics of nominals
– (M,W ) |=w i iff Wi = w , when i ∈ Nom
– (M,W ) |=w @jρ iff (M,W ) |=Wj ρ
and modalities, as in
– (M,W ) |=w [λ](ξ1, . . . , ξn) iff, for any (w,w1, . . . , wn) ∈Wλ, (M,W ) |=wi ξi
for some 1 ≤ i ≤ n
and is defined as usual for the Boolean connectives.
The main result is that HI effectively constitutes an institution [MMDB11].
The next step is the systematic characterisation of encodings of the hybridised
institutionHI into the institution of many sorted first-order logic (FOL) building
on existent encodings of the base institution I into FOL. This is discussed below
in section 3.
2.3 Examples
Propositional logic. Propositional logic gives rise to a well-known institution PL
whose signatures are sets of propositional symbols and signature morphisms are
functions between them. Models assign truth values to propositions and interpret
propositional sentences, built with the Boolean connectives, in the usual way.
The hybridisation of the institution of propositional logic PL introduces
nominals and modalities resulting in an institution whose sentences are generated
by
ρ ::= ρ0 | i | @iρ | ρ ρ | ¬ρ | 〈λ〉(ρ, . . . , ρ) | [λ](ρ, . . . , ρ)
where ρ0 is a sentence inherited from PL,  = {∨,∧,⇒}, and i and λ stand,
respectively, for a nominal and a modality symbol. Note there is a double level
of connectives in the sentences: one coming from base PL-sentences and another
introduced by the hybridisation process. However, they “semantically collapse”
and, hence, no distinction between them needs to be done (see [DM15] for de-
tails). A HPL model has a transition structure to interpret each added modality.
Each world comes equipped with a PL-model, i.e., a particular subset of propo-
sitions holding locally.
As one would expect, restricting signatures to those with just a single unary
modality results in the usual institution for classical hybrid propositional logic
[Bra10].
Propositional fuzzy logic. Many-valued logics [Got01] generalise classic logics
by replacing, as their truth domain, the 2-element Boolean algebra, by larger
sets structured as complete residuated lattices. A residuated lattice includes
an associative, monotonic binary operation ⊗, with the biggest element as the
identity and such that there exists an element x⇒ z verifying y ≤ (x⇒ z) iff x⊗
y ≤ z. They were originally formalised as institutions in [Dia11].
Given a complete residuated lattice L, an institution MVLL is defined based
on PL-signatures, but whose sentences are pairs (ρ, p) formed by an element p
of L and a PL-sentence ρ defined over the usual Boolean connectives and ⊗.
Models are functions evaluating propositions on the lattice, rather than on the
Boolean domain. Accordingly, a sentence (ρ, p) is satisfied in a model M if p is
less or equal the evaluation of sentence ρ in M .
This institution captures many many-valued logics discussed in the literature.
For instance, taking L as the  Lukasiewicz arithmetic lattice over the closed
interval [0, 1], where x ⊗ y = 1 −max{0, x + y − 1)} (and x ⇒ y = min{1, 1 −
x+ y}), yields the standard propositional fuzzy logic.
The institution obtained through the hybridisation of MVLL, for a fixed L, is
similar to HPL but for two aspects: sentences are defined as in HPL but taking
sentences (ρ0, p) as atomic; and a function assigning to each proposition a value
in L, is associated to each world.
Note that expressivity increases even in the restricted case of a (one-world)
standard semantics. Differently from what happens in the base logic, where each
sentence is tagged by a L-value, in the hybridised institution expressions may
involve different L-values, as in, for example, (ρ, p)∧ (ρ′, p′). The reason for this
is the introduction of Boolean connectives by the hybridisation process.
Equational logic. Signatures in the institution EQ of equational logic are pairs
(S, F ) where S is a set of sort symbols and F = {Far→s | ar ∈ S∗, s ∈ S} is
a family of sets of operation symbols indexed by arities ar (for the arguments)
and sorts s (for the results). Signature morphisms map both components in a
compatible way. A model for a given signature is an algebra interpreting each
sort symbol as a carrier set and each operation symbol as a function; model
morphisms are, of course, homomorphisms of algebras. Sentences are universal
quantified equations (∀X)t = t′ and the satisfaction relation is the usual Tarskian
satisfaction defined recursively on the structure of the sentences.
The hybridisation of EQ gives rise to an institution HEQ whose signatures
are triples ((S, F ),Nom, Λ) and the sentences are defined as in the previous
examples, but taking (S, F )-equations (∀X)t = t′ as atomic base sentences ins-
tead. Models are Kripke structures with a (local) (S, F )-algebra associated to
each world.
3 Hybridisation at work
Hybridised logics provide an interesting framework to specify and reason about
reconfigurable software systems. As explained above, models for reconfigurable
software can be regarded as structured transition systems, whose states repre-
sent individual configurations with whatever structure they have to bear in con-
crete applications. Transitions, on the other hand, correspond to the admissible
reconfigurations. For example, if local requirements are captured equationally,
as they often are in formal specification methods, distinct configurations can
be modelled by distinct algebras. Clearly, specifications are given equationally,
based on EQ-signatures. Nominals identify the “relevant” configurations, and
reconfigurations amount to state transitions. Therefore, one resorts to equations
tagged with the satisfaction operators to specify configurations; plain equations
to specify the system global properties and modal features to specify its recon-
figuration dynamics.
The key ingredient to make these ideas appealing for the working software
engineer is the existence of computer-based support for reasoning about spe-
cifications in logics obtained by hybridisation. Technically, this amounts to the
existence of tools to transport specifications from a logical system to another,
with more effective proof support. This is done through the systematic cha-
racterisation of encodings of hybridised institutions into FOL, the institution of
many sorted first-order logic. In this section we discuss such encodings and the
tool support they provide on top the Hets platform [MML07].
3.1 First-order encodings
As mentioned above, for each institution “encodable” in FOL theories, there is
a method to construct an encoding from its hybridisation to FOL. Therefore, a
wide variety of computer assisted provers for first order logic can be “borrowed”
to reason about specifications in the new, hybridised logics.
Technically such encodings extend the classical standard translation of modal
logic into the (one-sorted) first order logic [vB83], more precisely, of its hybrid
version [Bla00], to the encodings of hybridised institutions into FOL.
The standard translation from hybrid propositional logic HPL into the (one-
sorted) first-order logic introduces a new sort to encode the state space, interprets
nominals as constants, modalities as binary relations, and propositions as unary
predicates encoding the validity of each proposition in each state. T. Brauner
[Bra10] extends this encoding in devising the translation from hybrid first order
logic HFOL to FOL. Basically, he introduces a new universe as an extra sort
in the signature, and “flattens” the universes, operations and predicates of the
(local) FOL-models to an unique (global) FOL-model. Local functions and predi-
cates become parametric over states, and the state universes distinguished with
a sort-family of definability predicates. Intuitively, whenever m belongs to the
universe of w, pi(w,m) and σ(w,m) = b means that pi(m) and σ(m) = b hold in
state w. The restriction of this global model M to the local universes, operations
and predicates of a fixed word w, gives rise to a “slice of M”, say M |w, i.e., a
local FOL-model which represents (and coincides with) Mw.
A similar method, based on a state-parametric construction, is used in our
context to lift I2FOL to HI2FOL. Thus, all the signatures and sentences tar-
geted by I2FOL become parametric on states. A slice M |w corresponds now to
the “FOL-interpretation” of the local I-model Mw, which can be recovered us-
ing I2FOL. Actually , this process can be understood as a combination of logic
encodings between the standard translation of hybrid logic into FOL and other
encodings into FOL.
Such encodings are required to be conservative “theoroidal comorphisms”
[Mos96,GR02], i.e., they are supposed to map signatures to theories. Conser-
vativity, i.e., requirement that models are translated through surjections, is a
sufficient condition to use such maps as actual encodings. In particular, this is
necessary in order to borrow from FOL proof resources in a sound and complete
way. This entails the need for an abstract characterisation of conservativity which
appeared in [DM15]. This reference also extends the method originally proposed
in [MMDB11] for generating first-order encodings in hybridised institutions to
theories, constrained models and quantified sentences.
Constrained models provide a very general way to introduce sharing con-
straints into the picture. Those are traditionally modelled via the so-called
“rigid” syntactic entities, which means that some sorts, functions, or predicates
are designated as ‘rigid” and consequently their interpretations are invariant
across possible worlds. Constrained models are indispensable for having encod-
ings into first-order logic, more precisely to reflect the consequence relation (see
[Dia15] for a detailed account).
3.2 Implementation in the Hets platform
Encodings, as discussed above, provide the right path to transport specifica-
tions from a logical system to another offering more effective, computer-based
proof support. Hets has been described as a “motherboard” of logics where
different “expansion cards” can be plugged in. These are individual logics (with
their particular analysers and proof tools) as well as logic translations. To make
them compatible, logics are formalised as institutions and translations as comor-
phisms. Therefore, the integration of hybrid specifications in the Hets platform
is legitimate, since all formal requirements (e.g., that institutions exist, that
comorphisms can be defined, etc.) are already guaranteed by the hybridisation
process itself.
This implementation was done along two different directions, both docu-
mented in [NMMB13a]. Firstly the general hybridisation method was incorpo-
rated in Hets , making available parsing and static analysis for the hybridisation
of any base institution already supported by this platform. Secondly, the encod-
ing along the comorphismHCASL→ CASL was implemented, offering effective
tool support for proofs on a number of HCASL-sub-institutions, namely HPL
and HFOL. Institution HCASL consists of the hybridisation of the institution
for CASL [MHST03], the platform lingua franca, with the models restricted to
those with common realisation of sorts in all the states and of the quantified
variables. This provides for free the proof support environment of a particularly
well established logic. The implementation of the hybridisation method in Hets
proved an effective and flexible way to prove properties of hybrid specifications
and thus to support the design method in [MFMB11,MMB13].
3.3 An example
Figure 1 depicts the setting for a toy, yet illustrative example of a hybrid spec-
ification and its encoding. The system is a “swinging” calculator with only one
operation which can be interpreted in two possible modes. In one of them it adds
two natural numbers, in the other multiplies them. One switches between these
two modes through the Shift command.
Sum Mult
Shift
Shift
Fig. 1. The swinging calculator.
The underlying Kripke frame is specified as follows:
modalities Shift
nominals Sum, Mult
@Sum ¬ Mult
Sum ∨ Mult
@Sum (〈Shift〉 Mult ∧ [Shift ] Mult)
@Mult (〈Shift〉 Sum ∧ [Shift ] Sum)
The first axiom rules out models where Sum and Mult would collapse into
each other. The second one restricts to models which admit at most two possible
modes. Thus all valid Kripke frames for this example will have precisely the two
desired modes of operation. Transitions between them (i.e., the reconfiguration
dynamics) are characterised by the last two sentences. The “reconfigurable”
operation is declared in the calculator’s “global” signature:
op # : Nat × Nat → Nat
Global properties of the calculator, for example # commutativity and associa-
tivity, can be specified as follows,
∀ n, m, p : Nat
• n # m = m # n
• (n # m) # p = n # (m # p)
The behaviour of #, however, needs to be defined locally, i.e. relative to each
possible mode of operation, Sum and Mult . Thus,
∀ n, m : Nat
• @Sum n # 0 = n
• @Sum n # suc(m) = suc(n # m)
• @Mult n # 0 = 0
• ∃ p, q : Nat
• @Mult n # suc(m) = p ∧ @Sum n # q = p ∧ @Mult n # m = q
which concludes the specification. Note that the last sentence represents the
equation n ∗ (m + 1 ) = n + (n ∗m), where + and ∗ are, respectively, the usual
addition and multiplication of natural numbers. The translation of these axioms
to CASL proceeds as described above, with the introduction of a new sort to en-
code the state space upon which nominals are interpreted as constants (Wrl Sum
and Wrl Mult , respectively). The translation of the two axioms characterising
the behaviour of # in the Sum mode is as follows:
∀ world : World
• ∀ n : Nat • (#(Wrl Sum, n 0 (Wrl Sum))) = n
∀ world : World
• ∀ n, m : Nat
• (#(Wrl Sum, n, suc(Wrl Sum, m)))
= (suc(Wrl Sum, (#(Wrl Sum, n, m))))
The next step is to check for properties. For illustration purposes, consider the
three properties below. The first one states monotonicity of addition; the second
the cyclic character of the Shift modality; and the third represents the equation
n + n = n ∗ 2 .
∀ n, m, r : Nat
• @Sum (n < m ⇒ n < m # r) %1%
• ∃ p : Nat
• @Sum n # m = p ∧ @Sum < Shift > < Shift > n # m = p %2%
• ∃ p : Nat • @Sum n # n = p ⇒ @Mult n # suc(suc(0 )) = p %3%
The CASL-translations computed for these properties are, respectively,
∀ world : World
• ∀ n, m, r : Nat
• <(Wrl Sum, n, m)
⇒ <(Wrl Sum, n,
(#(Wrl Sum, m, r : Nat))) %1%
∀ world : World
• ∀ n, m : Nat
• ∃ p : Nat
• (#(Wrl Sum, n, m)) = p
∧ ¬ ∀ world0 : World
• Acc Shift(Wrl Sum, world0 )
⇒ ∀ world1 : World
• Acc Shift(world0, world1 )
⇒ ¬ (#(world1 : World, n, m)) = p %2%
∀ world : World
• ∀ n : Nat
• ∃ p : Nat
• (#(Wrl Sum, n, n)) = p
⇒ (#(Wrl Mult, n, suc(Wrl Mult, suc(Wrl Mult, 0 (Wrl Mult)))))
= p %3%
Once translated, all these properties are easily proved by one of the provers
plugged into the HETS platform, for example SPASS. Figure 2 registers an
HETS session relative to this example showing the proof window, part of the
model theory, and the specification graph.
Fig. 2. A HETS session for the swinging calculator.
3.4 From boilerplates to HCASL specifications
In order to facilitate the use of hybridised logics in real world specification
projects, a language of boilerplates for modelling requirements of reconfigurable
systems was proposed by the authors [MMB13]. In the discipline of require-
ments engineering, a boilerplate [HJD05] is defined as a simplified, normative
English text, intended to capture software requirements in a controlled way. It is
supposed to be highly reusable and amenable to some form of computer-based
simulation.
The term derives from steel manufacturing, where it refers to steel rolled into
large plates for use in steam boilers. The intuition is that a boilerplate has been
time-tested and is “strong as steel” suitable for repeated reuse. Our starting
point in the above cited paper was that the use of “controlled natural language”
for requirements elicitation is a successful practice in industry and, despite of its
informal character, provides an interesting starting point towards more formal
approaches [MMB13].
This approach is extended in the present paper by providing a systematic
translation scheme of this language of boilerplates to hybridised specifications in
HCASL. Once the system’s requirements are captured by a collection of boil-
erplates which, taken jointly, specify a structured transition system, a formal
specification is generated in HCASL. The latter can then be handled through
Hets . Its states, corresponding to different configurations, or modes of execu-
tion, are endowed with a specific description of the functionality available locally.
The boilerplates define globally the relevant modes of execution and the tran-
sition structure, as well as, at the local level, the interface of services available
and their properties.
The role of this tool is illustrated through the swinging calculator example
discussed above. Figure 3 shows a fragment of the relevant requirements cap-
tured as boilerplates. The language comprises different classes of boilerplates
to deal with different kinds of requirements. Figure 4 contains the translator
output, i.e., the derived HCASL specification. At this stage both texts offer no
difficulty and the reader can appreciate the translation process. Note, however,
that specifications of real systems can become rather complex, which advises the
use of boilerplates. On the other hand, it should also be mentioned that not all
design features can be suitably expressed through boilerplates, a few of them
requiring some fine tuning directly over the specification. A complete account of
the language of boilerplates is given in the paper mentioned above [MMB13].
The first boilerplate describes the system interface at each local state. Then
the relevant configurations (Sum and Mult) are declared as well as the event
labelling the transition from one to the other. The definition of the configura-
tions proceeds with the third group of boilerplates which describes a number
of properties to be respected. The transition structure is described afterwards;
notice how expression “changes” is translated to a “diamond” modality (em-
phasising that an effective transition will take place), whereas expression ‘may
change” leads to a “box” modality: the event under consideration, if present,
can only result in such a transition. Finally, the last lines in Fig. 3 are examples
of boilerplates for capturing properties of the system’s functionality at different
configurations.
System’s interface is defined by {
sorts Nat
op __#__ : Nat * Nat -> Nat
op 0 : Nat
}.
System has events Shift.
System has modes Sum, Mult.
Property Mult does not hold in mode Sum.
Either mode Sum is active or mode Mult is active.
System changes from Sum to Mult through event Shift.
System may change from Sum to Mult through event Shift.
System changes from Mult to Sum through event Shift.
System may change from Mult to Sum through event Shift.
Property forall n,m, p: Nat. n # (m # p) = (n # m) # p holds in all modes.
Property forall n, m: Nat. n # m = m # n holds in all modes.
Property forall n,m: Nat. n # 0 = n holds in mode Sum.
Fig. 3. Requirements for the swinging calculator encoded in boilerplates.
logic Hybrid
spec X =
sorts Nat
op __#__ : Nat * Nat -> Nat
op 0 : Nat
modalities Shift
nominals Mult,Sum
. @ Sum not Here Mult
. Here Sum \/ Here Mult
. @ Sum < Shift > Here Mult
. @ Sum [ Shift ] Here Mult
. @ Mult < Shift > Here Sum
. @ Mult [ Shift ] Here Sum
. forall n,m, p: Nat. n # (m # p) = (n # m) # p
. forall n, m: Nat. n # m = m # n
. @ Sum forall n,m: Nat. n # 0 = n
end
Fig. 4. The derived HCASL specification.
4 An application to the design of a specification course
The ideas behind hybridisation and hybridised logics were further tested in the
design of a specification course in the curriculum of the Computer Science un-
dergraduate degree at Universidade Minho, Portugal. The underlying motivation
was to explore a uniform framework for specifying system’s requirements either
functional (i.e. relative to the meaning of individual services or operations) or be-
havioural (i.e. relative to its overall evolution and reaction to external stimulus),
and to emphasise a strong connection between modelling and verification.
The course rationale. The course has a standard typology: a lecture per week (1
hour), an exercises class devoted to pen-and-pencil resolution of exercises pre-
viously proposed and their discussion (2 hours) and a laboratory session with
the Hets system (1 hour). Students work in groups of two elements.
The course develops around a triangle whose vertices are repeatedly revisited:
the models, the languages in which such models and their properties are ex-
pressed and the satisfaction relation between them, which enables property ver-
ification and design assessment. Another methodological option concerned the
adoption of a generic framework, in which progressively more elaborated require-
ments could be represented, in contrast to one with a narrower scope or clearly
oriented to a particular specification style. This has the advantage of focusing
students and enhancing their ability to work at higher abstraction levels.
This favoured the choice of an institutional approach and the hybridisation
method described in the previous sections, computationally supported by the
Hets framework.
The course structure. As expected, the course targets reconfigurable systems,
whose components may evolve in time through a number of different stages
or modes of operation, in which specific service configurations are made avai-
lable through their interfaces. The envisaged teaching/learning process develops
around three specification stages: algebraic, modal and hybrid. The idea is to
cover the whole spectrum of basic specification logics in three course units, all of
them sharing Hets as the common tool support. A fourth unit in the syllabus
explores a number of case-studies in the project of reconfigurable systems. The
course illustration in section 5 is taken from this last unit. Before that, let us
review the rationale under each of them.
The algebraic stage. At a first stage each system configuration is specified
axiomatically as a “stand-alone” algebraic theory ; its model being a concrete
algebra satisfying such a theory. Component’s functionality is therefore given
in terms of input-output relations modeling operations on data. This stage co-
vers the classical concepts in algebraic specification, namely those of signature,
sentence, equation and equational reasoning, model and satisfaction of an equa-
tion. The envisaged learning outcome is the ability to master these concepts
and capture informal requirements about component’s functionality by defining
a (syntactic) universe of discourse and formulating properties as axioms.
The modal stage. The second stage emphasises the reactive nature of the
systems at hands. Component’s evolution is modelled by a transition system: a
configuration changes in response to a particular event in the system. Modal lo-
gics are introduced as specification languages for state transition systems. Modal
formulas are evaluated inside such systems, at a particular state, and modal
operators disclose access to information stored at other states accessible from
the current one via a suitable transition. The main learning outcome is to make
students familiar with the modal framework and the meaning of modalities as a
language to specify transition structures.
The hybrid stage. The third stage starts with a crucial observation: func-
tional and transitional behaviour are strongly interconnected in practice as the
functionality offered by the system, at each moment, may depend on the stage
of its evolution. This entails the need for
– enriching the basic modal language with the ability to refer to individual
states, regarded as possible system’s configurations or modes of operation;
– distinguishing global behaviour (in the underlying transition system) from
local behaviour expressed, at each state, by a particular specification.
The first requirement leads to the introduction of nominals as explicit refe-
rences to specific states of the underlying transition system. Conceptually this
exposes students to another basic and pervasive notion in Computer Science,
that of naming. Hybrid logics [Bla00] are the appropriate tool for this last stage
in the course. The need for formulating specific local requirements, on the other
hand, imposes extra structure upon states. Actually, different states are inter-
preted as different modes of operation and each of them is equipped with an
algebraic specification of the corresponding functionality. Technically, specifica-
tions become structured state-machines, where states are specified as algebras,
rather than as sets.
As mentioned in the previous section, Hets provides for free the proof
support environment needed for this course. The boilerplates translator intro-
duced in the previous section can also be used in the course to directly generate
HCASL specifications. Its pedagogical value, in training students to write spec-
ifications, is greatly appreciated. It should be stressed, however, that, in despite
of the crucial role played by institution theory in this approach, no familiarity
with institutions is required from students.
5 A glimpse of a course session
The course contents and methodology are better understood through the pre-
sentation of a typical problem addressed first in the exercises class and later in
the laboratory, in the last stage of the course. For space limitations we only focus
on a fragment of the original problem. The example, small but self-contained, is
taken from a description of requirements for an automatic cruise control (ACC)
system summarised in [HKL97] as follows:
“The mode class CruiseControl contains four modes, Off, Inactive, Cruise,
and Override. At any given time, the system must be in one of these modes.
Turning the ignition on causes the system to leave Off mode and enter Inactive
mode, while turning the cruise control level to const when the brake is off
and the engine running causes the system to enter Cruise mode. (...) Once
cruise control has been invoked, the system uses the automobile’s actual speed to
determine whether to set the throttle to accelerate or decelerate the automobile,
or to maintain the current speed (...)To override cruise control (i.e., enter
Override), the driver turns the lever to off or applies the brake”.
These requirements are captured by the state machine depicted in Figure 5
and expressed in hybrid propositinal logic (HPL).
off
inactive
cruise
overrride
Fig. 5. The transition structure.
A modality next is introduced to denote the state-machine accessibility rela-
tion. Nominals in set {off , inactive, override, cruise} correspond to the operation
modes mentioned in the requirements. The first element students can formally
capture within the logic is the transition structure, as in, for example,
• (T1 ) @off 〈next〉 inactive
• (T2 ) @override (〈next〉 off ∧ 〈next〉 inactive ∧ 〈next〉 cruise)
Local properties can also be expressed through the satisfaction operator @i , for
each nominal i , to refer to the corresponding state. For instance, the requirement
that the ignition is off when the system is in the off mode, while it is on and
the engine running (EngRunning) in the cruise mode, is modelled by
• (L1 ) @off (¬IgnOn)
• (L2 ) @cruise(IgnOn ∧ EngRunning)
Symbols EngRunning and IgnOn, with a self-explanatory designation, are propo-
sitions whose validity is discussed in each configuration (state). Others are used
in the sequel. Definitional properties can also be captured, as in
• (A1 ) LeverOff ⇔ ¬ LeverCons
• (A4 ) HighSpeed ⇒ ¬ CruiseSpeed ∧ ¬ LowSpeed
The second step in the case study is to equip each state of the underlying
transition system with a first-order structure, to model its local functionality.
Therefore, hybrid structures are enriched with a family of first-order structures
indexed by the set of states, i.e., they become structures (M ,W ) where function
M defines a family (Mw )w∈|W | of first-order structures over the same signature
and universe (constraint necessary for the conservativity of the HFOL2 FOL
encoding). Each Mw models the system’s behaviour at state w ∈W . Note that at
state w each first order formula is evaluated in the structure Mw . Properties are
now expressed in a hybrid first order languageHFOL whose detailed presentation
we omit here (but see [MFMB11]). We focus instead on the sort of properties
students are supposed to formulate. An algebraic specification is used to model
system’s functionality. This entails the need for introducing data types able to
support the envisaged notions of time, speed and acceleration.
spec TimeSort =Int
with sort Int 7→ time, ops 0 7→ init, suc 7→ after end
spec SpeedSort =Int with sort Int 7→ speed end
spec AcellSort =Int with sort Int 7→ accel end
Operation Pedal models the accelerations applied by the driver at each mo-
ment. On the other hand, Automatic captures accelerations applied on the en-
gine by the ACC, and CurrentSpeed records the current speed. Finally, constant
MaxCruiseSpeed represents the maximum speed allowed on the ACC mode:
spec ACCSign =
TimeSort and SpeedSort and AcellSort
then ops Pedal : time → accel ;
Automatic : time → accel ;
Speed : speed × accel → speed ;
CurrentSpeed : time → speed ;
MaxCruiseSpeed : speed
Students are asked to identify properties that globally hold, in all possible con-
figurations, and the ones which model local requirements. In the first group we
have, for example,
∀ s : speed ; a : accel ; t : time
• (G1 ) Speed(s, a) ≥ 0
• (G2 ) CurrentSpeed(t) = 0 ∧ Pedal(t) ≥ 0 ⇒
CurrentSpeed(after(t)) ≥ 0
• (G3 ) Pedal(t) > 0 ⇔ CurrentSpeed(t) <CurrentSpeed(after(t))
• (G4 ) Speed(s, a) = s ⇔ a = 0
• (G5 ) CurrentSpeed(after(t)) =Speed(CurrentSpeed(t),Pedal(t))
Local properties refer to specific configurations. For example, in state off , Speed
and Pedal are null and no other operation in the interface react. Thus,
∀ t : time; s : speed ; a : accel
• (L1off ) @off CurrentSpeed(t) = 0
• (L2off ) @off Speed(s, a) = 0
On the other hand, in state inactive, speed and acceleration depend on the accelerations
automatically introduced in the system, i.e.,
∀ s : speed ; a : accel
• (L1inactive) @inactiveSpeed(s, a) = s + a
∀ t : time; s : speed ; a : accel
• (L1 ′cruise) @cruise [CurrentSpeed(t) > MaxCruiseSpeed ⇒ Automatic(after(t)) < 0 ]
• (L2 ′cruise) @cruise [CurrentSpeed(t) ≤ MaxCruiseSpeed ⇔ Automatic(after(t)) = 0 ]
• (L3cruise) @cruiseSpeed(s, a) = s + a
• (L4cruise) @cruisePedal(t) ≥ 0 ⇒ Pedal(t) = Automatic(t)
An interesting feature in this example is that properties local to states
override and off do coincide. The system’s behaviour on both states only differs
in what concerns the definition of the allowed transitions. Actually, students
may now be invited to revisit the specification of the transition system pre-
sented above. It turns out that some propositions may be re-stated by means of
properties of local states. For instance,
∀ t : time;
• (L1 ) @cruise [CurrentSpeed(t) = 0 ⇒ 〈next〉u(inactive ∧ CurrentSpeed(after(t)) = 0 )]
where 〈λ〉uρ abbreviates 〈λ〉ρ ∧ [λ]ρ.
Finally, in the laboratory session students are invited to translate hybrid
to first order specifications and use Hets to animate them. On translating to
HFOL2 FOL we end up with the following signature:
ops
Speed∗ : st∗ × speed × accel → speed ;
Pedal∗ : st∗ × time → accel ;. . .
pred
next : st∗ × st∗; IgnOn∗ : st∗; . . .
where global properties are universally quantified, and local properties take as
an argument the respective nominal. For instance, global properties (G1 ) and
(G2 ) are translated into
∀ s : speed ; w : st∗; a : accel ;t : time
• (G1∗) ≥∗(w ,Speed* (w, s, a), 0 ∗(w))
• (G2∗) CurrentSpeed∗(w,t) = 0 ∗(w) ∧ ≥∗(w, Pedal* (w,t), 0 ∗(w)).
and local properties (L1off ) and (L
4
cruise), into
∀ t : time
• (L1∗off ) CurrentSpeed* (off ,t) = 0 ∗(off )
• (L4∗cruise)≥∗
(cruise,Pedal* (cruise,t),0 ∗(cruise))⇒ Pedal(cruise,t) = Automatic* (cruise,t).
Fig. 6. A Hets session.
6 A step ahead: the power of quantification
6.1 Introducing full quantification
This section introduces a new, major extension to the method surveyed in the
previous sections to support quantification. This requires the inclusion of another
parameter in the method: a quantification space3 DHI for ModHI .
In the institutional framework, as a subclass of SignHI , quantification mor-
phisms consist of triples χ = (χSig, χNom, χMS) : (Σ ,Nom,Λ) → (Σ ′,Nom′,Λ′).
Each of these components is responsible for a particular kind of quantification.
3 Quantification spaces are extensively discussed in A. Madeira thesis [Mad13], as well
as in a joint paper with R. Diaconescu [DM15].
We are particularly interested in inclusion morphisms, which are the ones that
give rise to standard quantifications. For example, considering χNom : Nom ↪→
Nom+Y , for Y a finite set of constants, and considering χMS and χSig the iden-
tity morphisms, we obtain the standard state quantification that can be found
in the literature.
In the (fully) quantified version of the method proposed in this paper, the
set SenHI(∆) is enriched with the sentence (∀χ)ρ, for any χ : ∆ → ∆′ ∈ DHI
and ρ ∈ SenHI(∆′). Similarly, the translation of sentences is extended, in each
morphism ϕ : ∆→ ∆1 , by SenHI(ϕ)
(
(∀χ)ρ) = (∀χ(ϕ))SenHI(ϕ[χ])(ρ). Finally,
in what concerns the satisfaction relation, we consider
– (M ,W ) |=w (∀χ)ρ iff (M ′,W ′) |=w ρ
for any (M ′,W ′) such that ModHI(χ)(M ′,W ′) = (M ,W ). Existential quantifi-
cation is introduced in a similar way.
In standard logical terminology, given an inclusion morphism
χ = (χSig, χNom, χMS) : (Σ,Nom, Λ)→ (Σ′,Nom′, Λ′)
where χNom : Nom ↪→ Nom + U and χMS : Λ ↪→ Λ + Y , for finite sets U =
{u1 , u2 , · · · , un} and Y = {y1 , y2 , · · · , ym}, the new sentence (∀χ)ρmay be writ-
ten as ∀u1 ,u2 ,··· ,un ∀y1 ,y2 ,··· ,ymρ. Moreover, one can say that (M ,W ) |=w (∀θ)ρ
iff, for any θ-expansion (M ,W )θ of M , one has (M ,W )θ,w |= ρ.
Quantified sentences play a major role in specification theory. Actually,
– Quantification coming from the base institution can be used to specify local
configurations.
– Quantification over nominals, makes possible to express properties about
the system’s global state space. This is particularly useful, for instance, to
express the existence of configurations satisfying a given requirement.
– Quantification over modalities, finally, constitutes a rather powerful form of
quantification useful to express enabling/disabling of reconfigurations.
The last two types of quantification are explored below as a very general way
to introduce dynamic modalities. Specifically, quantification over nominals and
over modalities makes possible to express paradigmatic changes on the relational
model, like swapping and sabotage. This is done at minimal cost and in a very
general way which captures several approaches in the literature which are specific
to particular situations.
6.2 Effects and dynamic modalities
Suppose you take a train and start planning your trip as you go. With a proper
map the task is quite straightforward. But what if the transportation system
breaks down, and a malevolent demon starts canceling connections, anywhere
in the network? This question appears in the motivation section of Johan van
Benthem seminal paper on sabotage logic [vB05]. The scenario is as follows:
there is a transition structure (the map, a graph) over which sentences are in-
terpreted as usual in modal logic; however this may change dynamically while
being traversed.
Sabotage logic is an example of a modal logic equipped with modalities that
can change the accessibility relation of the underlying Kripke model along the
evaluation of a formula. In particular, edges are deleted. Adding new edges or
swapping existent ones are further examples of effects leading to logics which,
over time, have found interesting applications in describing and reasoning about
dynamic aspects of phenomena. Some recent papers [AFH14,AFH13,AFH12]
explore specific instances of these ideas further witnessing their relevance to ap-
plication areas ranging from reconfigurable software specifications to changing
obligations contexts in epistemic logics. In these logics the meaning of the ba-
sic modal operators remains unchanged, but new ones, suitably called dynamic
modalities, are introduced to encode specific changes in the accessibility relation.
Our approach aims at going a step forward. Instead of formulating new,
tailor-made logics for each family of effects, we resort to the fully quantified
hibridisation of the Triv institution, in which the typical dynamic modalities in
the literature can be captured in a uniform way and within a unique logic. The
introduction of quantification over modality symbols allows not only a suitable
encoding of effects, like reversing or deleting transitions, but also the precise
specification of their scope (e.g. , the whole or part of the accessibility relation)
and the point of application (e.g. , anywhere, relative to the current evaluation
point, an edge between specific named states, etc.). This goes beyond and ge-
neralises current approaches in the literature. The only work we are aware of with
a similar spirit, but through a different way, is a very recent paper by C. Areces,
R. Fervari and G. Hoffmann [AFH15] which proposes a characterisation of what
the authors call relation-changing modal operators. Actually, our approach differs
from the one above, by the ability to express a bigger diversity of effects. The
reason is that we resort to an abstract hybrid logic and, through nominals, it is
possible to express changes in specific points of the relational structure.
Besides providing a uniform setting to discuss dynamic modalities, and, more
generally, effects over Kripke models, the main advantage of the approach intro-
duced here is the possibility to characterise typical results in the study of these
logics in a generic way, for example a general notion of bisimulation parametric
on the effect. Finally note that, in the approach proposed here, and contrary to
what appears in the literature, models remain standard Kripke structures, no
actual updating taking place in the accessibility relation. The effect of dynamic
modalities is to expand the original relation into a new, updated one and, then,
to hand it over the current evaluation point.
Effects and events An effect E (X ,Y , x , y) captures a specific transformation,
or update, of an accessibility relation X in a Kripke model. It can be regarded
as a macro relating two accessibility relations X and Y . For example the swap
effect, which inverts in Y the orientation of an edge in X , is specified as
(Swap) Sw(X,Y, x, y)
abv
= @x〈X〉y ∧@y〈Y 〉x
The sabotage effect, which ignores in Y the edge (x , y) of X , is given by
(Sabotage) Sg(X,Y, x, y)
abv
= @x〈X〉y ∧ ¬@x〈Y 〉y
Enriching X with a specific new edge, is expressed through the bridge effect:
(Bridge) Bg(X,Y, x, y)
abv
= ¬@x〈X〉y ∧@x〈Y 〉y
Weaker forms of the two latter effects can also be considered:
(Conditional Sabotage) PSg(X ,Y , x , y)
abv
= @x 〈X 〉y → ¬@x 〈Y 〉y
(Conditional Bridge) PBg(X ,Y , x , y)
abv
= ¬@x 〈X 〉y → @x 〈Y 〉y
An effect can act upon a given, specific edge (x , y), or a set of edges. This
is called the range (rng) of an effect — exclusive (denoted by o) or partial
(p). Once this specified for a particular effect, the resulting expression is called
an event. Formally, given an effect E , an E -event Erng(X ,Y , x , y) with rng ∈
{p,o} is a sentence in HTriv such that
- Ep(X ,Y , x , y)
abv
= E (X ,Y , x , y) ∧ ExE (X ,Y , x , y)
- Eo(X ,Y , x , y)
abv
= E (X ,Y , x , y) ∧U (X ,Y , x , y)
where
- ExE (X ,Y , x , y)
def
= (∀s, v)((@s〈X 〉v ↔ @s〈Y 〉v) ∨ (E (X ,Y , s, v) ∧@sx ))
- U (X ,Y , x , y)
def
= (∀s, v)((@s〈X 〉v ↔ @s〈Y 〉v) ∨ (@sx ∧@v y))
Intuitively, expression ExE (X ,Y , x , y) asserts that an edge with source in x
can only be updated, on going from X to Y , as result of effect E . Apart from
this, relations X and Y remain equal. Expression U (X ,Y , x , y), on the other
hand, establishes that any modification affects exclusively the pair of states x
and y .
Let us illustrate this construction with the event o-swap for edge (x , y):
Swo(X ,Y , x , y)
def
= Sw(X ,Y , x , y) ∧U (X ,Y , x , y)
=
(
@x 〈X 〉y∧@y〈Y 〉x
) ∧ (∀s, v)(@s〈X 〉v ↔ @s〈Y 〉v ∨ (@sx ∧@v y))
where relation Y is constructed by swapping exactly the edge (x , y) of X . The
partial range version of this event, p-swap, is
Swp(X ,Y , x , y)
abv
= Sw(X ,Y , x , y) ∧ ExSw (X ,Y , x , y)
=
(
@x 〈X 〉y ∧@y〈Y 〉x
)∧
(∀s, v)((@s〈X 〉v ↔ @s〈Y 〉v) ∨ (Sw(X ,Y , s, v) ∧@sx ))
=
(
@x 〈X 〉y ∧@y〈Y 〉x
)∧
(∀s, v)((@s〈X 〉v ↔ @s〈Y 〉v) ∨ ((@s〈X 〉v ∧@v 〈X 〉s) ∧@sx ))
As expected, the new accessibility relation Y is identical to X , but on a number
of swapped edges with source in x. The result of a partial swap and a partial
sabotage event is depicted in Figures 8 and 9, respectively (over the same relation
X depicted in Figure 7).
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Fig. 9. X sabotaged.
Dynamic modalities Dynamic modalities are built from the events intro-
duced in the previous section. Please note that there is no actual update of
the accessibility relation. A dynamic modality expands the original model with
a new, modified relation with reference to which evaluation proceeds. For any
event Erng(X ,Y , x , y), two dynamic modalities are defined: a local and a global
modality. The first one is defined by
(Local)  Erng(X)l ρ def= (∃Y, x, y)
(
x ∧ Erng(X,Y, x, y) ∧@yρYX
)
where Y , x , y are variables not occurring in ρ.
The intuition is that event E is performed in possible edges whose source is
the current evaluation point, which then changes through a transition over an
updated edge. The global modality, on the other hand, is defined by
(Global)  Erng(X)g ρ def= (∃Y, x, y)
(
Erng(X,Y, x, y) ∧ ρYX
)
where Y , x , y are variables not occurring in ρ. In this case the event is performed
at some point in the model and the current evaluation point does not change.
Observe that substitution ρYX represents the “shift” between the original relation
X by the ‘updated” one Y .
As usual, corresponding boxed dynamic modalities are obtained through
[[Erng(X )]]l ρ
def
= (∀Y , x , y)((x ∧ Erng(X ,Y , x , y))→ @yρYX )
[[Erng(X )]]g ρ
def
= (∀Y , x , y)(Erng(X ,Y , x , y)→ ρYX )
where Y , x , y are variables not occurring in ρ and ρYX is the sentence obtained
by substituting all the occurrences of X by Y . As expected, for any formula
ρ ∈ Fm(Nom,Prop,Λ), correspondences
¬  Erng(X)l ¬ρ↔ [[Erng(X)]]l ρ
and
¬  Erng(X)g ¬ρ↔ [[Erng(X)]]g ρ
hold.
7 Concluding
The hybridisation method discussed in this paper can be broadly understood
as a specific way of combining logics at the model theoretical level. Actually,
it classifies as a tool for simplifying problems involving heterogeneous reasoning,
a common ingredient to this family of methods according to the corresponding
entry in the Stanford Encyclopedia of Philosophy [CC11]. The same entry stresses
the role of Computer Science applications as a main driving force for research
in obtaining new logic systems from old: One of the main areas interested in
the methods for combining logics is software specification. Certain techniques for
combining logics were developed almost exclusively with the aim of applying them
to this area. [CC11].
More specifically, hybridisation is a form of asymmetric combination of log-
ics in the sense that specific features of hybrid logic are developed “on top”
of another logic. This follows the pattern of, and to a certain extent extends,
previous work by R. Diaconescu and P. Stefaneas [DS07] on ‘modalisation” of
institutions, which endows systematically institutions with Kripke semantics for
standard modalities. The institutional setting [BG80] in which we worked offers
a suitable framework to discuss the generation of new logics from old, and to
identify the sort of properties preserved or reflected along such a process. As in
many other areas of theoretical Computer Science, going categorial means going
generic.
In the following paragraphs we briefly discuss some directions for future work.
The first is concerned with the extension of the educational application of the
hybridisation method described above. The other two are specific research chal-
lenges on pushing forward the method reviewed in this paper.
A curricular challenge. Sections 4 and 5 introduced the rationale for a somehow
not very standard introductory course to software specification with hybrid(ised)
logics. Building on an institution-based framework kept implicit along the lec-
tures, the course aims at conducting students through two orthogonal paradigms
(equational and hybrid) which are then combined in a common specification
framework.
The approach underlying the course is based on a particular instance of the
hybridisation method. However, other possible “hybridisations” (eg. of institu-
tions of multialgebras or partial algebras) are suitable to explore a wide range of
exercises in a similar spirit. Moreover, the course skills may be easily expanded
into new directions: for instance, functional and imperative programming lan-
guages may be presented as institutions (see [ST12]) whose hybridisation may
be used to develop reconfigurable algorithms. On a different note, a two-level
hybridisation of a base logic, as discussed in [Mad13], provides modalities and
nominals at two different levels: local and global. This seems a suitable setting
to talk about reconfigurable software applications whose local configurations are
also described by transition systems. More generally, models become hierarchi-
cal transition systems. In [NMMB13b], the authors have also presented the logic
underlying Alloy [Jac11] in an institutional setting. This paves the way to hy-
bridising Alloy and combining in the course the use of the traditional Alloy
model finder with theorem proving (in Hets) in an integrated way.
Beyond reconfigurability, hybridised logics may provide flexible frameworks
to address related problems in software design, namely those concerning adap-
tation and software evolution. The paper [MMB13], introduces a collection of
boilerplates for reconfigurable systems, offering a set of different modes of execu-
tion among which systems can dynamically commute. Their semantics is defined
by mapping each of them to a specification in a suitable hybridised logic. This
also can provide a valuable complement for similar courses on formal specifica-
tion targeting software architects.
Hybridisation for quantitative reasoning. Specification frameworks for quanti-
tative reasoning, dealing for example with weighted or probabilistic transition
systems, emerged recently as a main challenge for software engineers. This wit-
nesses a shift from classical models of computation, such as labeled transition
systems, to similar structures where quantities can be handled. Examples include
weighted [DG07], hybrid [Hen96,LSVW95] or probabilistic [Seg95] automata, as
well as their coalgebraic rendering (e.g. [Sok11]). An interesting topic to pursue
is taking up this “quantitative” challenge within the context of the hybridisation
process itself. The simplest move in such a direction proceeds by instantiation.
In this case quantitative reasoning is just reflected and expressed at the local
level of concrete, specific configurations. A complementary path may focus on
generalising the underlying semantic structures, replacing the REL-component
in models by coalgebras over suitable categories of probability distributions,
metric, or topological spaces.
Calculus. Comparing the calculus for hybrid propositional logic in reference
[Bra10] with the one for hybrid first-order logic in [Bra05], a common structure
pops out: both “share” rules involving sentences with nominals and satisfaction
operators (i.e., formulas of a “hybrid nature”) and have specific rules to reason
about “atomic sentences” that come from the base institution. Hence, it makes
sense to consider the development of a general proof calculus for hybrid insti-
tutions on top of the calculus of the corresponding base institution, in the style
of [Bor02,CG08]. Somehow anticipating the general construction, a calculus for
equational hybrid logic was proposed in [BMC14].
Recent work [NMMB14] reports preliminary general results in this direction.
In particular, it is shown that, whenever the base logic has the usual Boolean
connectives, hybridisation preserves decidability, and furthermore, the generated
calculus is sound and complete whenever the one for the base logic is. These
results have not only a theoretical interest on their own, but also pave the way
for new approaches to tool supported verification.
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